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*IIC 2 Introduction
The Database Directive was enacted over eight years ago.1 It had to be implemented by 1
January 1998. Thus, already six years have passed since courts started to decide upon issues
of sui generis rights and a relatively abundant body of case law has emerged from the national
courts.2 Surprisingly there has not been a vast amount of literature that summarises and
comments upon this case law,3 whilst the great number of articles written at *IIC 3 the time the
Directive was adopted actually mainly criticised the vagueness of many of its terms, among
other things, especially the concept of substantial investment.4 Like the notion of originality in
copyright law, the concept of substantial investment is at the heart of the protection of
databases. It is a requirement for protection and establishes the level at which a database will
be protected by the often harshly criticised sui generis right.5 It is therefore crucial to know
what lies beneath this concept and what it actually means, since it is not defined in the
Directive. 6
This article reviews the national case law and summarises the views of commentators relating
to the concept of substantial investment. The discussion will show that the decisions rarely
specify what the level of substantiality of an investment is. The reason is that, in most cases,
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the investment is so enormous that there is no discussion as to whether the required level of
*IIC 4 substantiality is attained. However, some (rare) decisions elaborate on the meaning of
substantiality and provide some answers. Commentators, on the other hand, are divided on
the issue of whether the investment should be high or low. This article attempts to determine
what the level of substantial investment is on the basis of a construction of the Directive and
of its aims, with the help of arguments developed in the case law and in the literature. It is
divided in three parts: the nature of the investment (1), the substantiality of the investment (2),
and the quantitative or qualitative character of the investment (3). The question of the object of
the investment itself (the obtaining, collecting or verifying of the contents) will not be
examined in the context of this article.
The Concept of Substantial Investment
Article 7(1) of the Database Directive states: “Member States shall provide for a right for the maker of
a database which shows that there has been qualitatively and/or quantitatively a substantial
investment in either the obtaining, verification or presentation of the contents….”
1. Nature of the Investment
What is an investment? The Directive does not directly define the term investment. A quick look at a
few dictionaries shows that investment means putting money, effort or time into something with the
expectation of a profit or an advantage.7 It is a term that few commentators address. It has been
described in the literature as the transfer of the energy (power, money, abilities) of an investor to an
object (person or thing) with the expectation of a return.8 The return does not always occur; this is
why an investment is not without any risk.9 Several recitals indirectly define what investment means,
since they summarise the dictionary definitions. In fact, the definition of the term investment and its
nature is the same. Recital 7 of the Directive states that “… the making of databases requires the
investment of considerable human, technical and financial resources”. Recital 39 speaks more
generally of financial and professional investment. Recital 40 specifies further the nature of the
investment. The protected investment can be financial, or can result from time, energy or efforts
devoted to the making of the database.10
*IIC 5 In other words, a summary of the recitals shows that the investment can be financial, material
or human.11 The human investment is in time, effort or energy whereas the material investment is in
the acquisition of equipment to build the database. The financial investment speaks for itself.
In fact, a human investment always seems to result in a financial investment since time is money, and
effort or energy generally takes time. The investment in employing a person or in using the services of
an independent contractor will necessarily boil down to the payment of money. Even if a person is
self-employed, the human labour will necessarily be quantifiable in time spent. However, there can be
other types of human investments such as a “relational investment”. This type of investment would
relate to the fact that it has been hard to constitute and maintain the team who built the database.
Other human investments can be investments in competences, in technical creativity or a
psychological investment.12 Those human investments are less easily quantifiable in money. On the
other hand, a technical or more generally a material investment always boils down to a financial
investment.13 A material investment is investment in equipment, and therefore it will always be a
financial investment since the equipment must be bought. Thus some believe that referring to a
financial investment would have been enough.14 Nevertheless, the enumeration of all these types of
investments by the lawmakers seems to suggest that they wanted to make sure that all types of
investment were covered in order not to miss any. Accordingly, the concept of investment should be
interpreted broadly. In conclusion, investments that cannot readily be quantified in money, such as
those human investments referred to above, should be able to qualify a database for protection.
The courts have generally been confronted with purely financial investments. However, they have
also recognised and applied the human and material investment in building databases, as well as the
time factor. In such cases, these three types of investment generally exist in combination. Generally,
the courts recognised a human investment in employing a number of persons to collect and/or type in
data,15 and a material investment in the acquisition of *IIC 6 computer equipment.16 Regarding the
time factor, the courts generally recognise a substantial investment when several years have been
necessary to build the database,17 but in a few cases a few hours have been held sufficient.18
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2. Substantiality of the Investment
2.1. The Directive
The Directive is almost completely silent as to when an investment is substantial. The term substantial
is not explained or defined but recital 19 gives an indication regarding the required level of
investment. This recital states that
as a rule, the compilation of several recordings of musical performances on a CD does not come
within the scope of this Directive, both because, as a compilation, it does not meet the conditions for
copyright protection and because it does not represent a substantial enough investment to be eligible
under the sui generis right.
This recital raises two points. The first is whether a compilation of sound recordings on a CD should
really be able to qualify as a database. The second is that the recital might give some indication of
how high the investment must be and thus could serve as a guide for courts.
On the first point, the recital does not rule out the possibility that the compilation of recordings of
musical performances on a CD can be protected by the sui generis right because it fits the definition
of a database. This is because the words “as a rule” suggest that there can be exceptions. Recital 19
thus raises the question whether it is appropriate that a CD of recordings of musical performances
should be a database and receive protection by the *IIC 7 sui generis right at all. Subject-matter that
is already adequately protected by copyright or neighbouring rights should not also be protected by
the sui generis right.19 This is implicitly stated in recital 17.20 Thus recital 19 contradicts recital 17. In
our view, recital 17 should prevail and such compilations should not attract a sui generis right at all
since they are already adequately protected as sound recordings.
Even if this recital is in effect cancelled by recital 17, is it still useful to provide guidance regarding the
level of the investment's substantiality? If such a compilation of recordings of musical performances
on a CD does not generally reflect a substantial investment, it can be safely assumed that a
substantial investment must generally be above the usual investment in a compilation of this kind. It
seems that the level of investment must be more than minimal. But above this threshold it is not clear
how high the substantiality of the investment must be.21 Indeed recital 19 does not establish a low
threshold of investment but just gives an example of an insubstantial investment. Also, because of the
words “as a rule”, it leaves the door open to the protection of such compilations by a sui generis right
if a certain compilation of recordings of musical performances nevertheless reaches the threshold of
substantial investment.22 In conclusion, this recital provides rather meagre guidance for the
establishment of the required level of substantiality that an investment must have.
2.2. The Literature
As commentators have argued, since there is no other indication in the Directive,23 it is up to the
courts to determine when an investment is substantial on a case-by-case basis.24 “Substantial
investment” would thus *IIC 8 appear to be a wholly subjective test.25 As a matter of fact, the term
“substantial” is vague, rendering the protection requirement vague.26 This vagueness creates a
problem concerning the delimitation of the concept.27 Hence judges can interpret it either strictly or
broadly.
For some, the very fact that the criterion is imprecise is both inevitable and unproblematic.28 Such an
undefined criterion does not differ from other criteria, like for instance the notion of originality, which is
a criterion whose function varies with regard to the type of work (factual, functional or artistic).29
Despite this, the imprecision of the criterion raises at least two important questions. The first is
whether substantiality should be appreciated absolutely or relatively. Must it be appreciated in
abstracto, thereby favouring the big companies that have enough means to invest, or is this criterion
to be assessed in view of the means of the maker, which would lead to a variable criterion that would
be harmful to legal certainty?30 In other words, the substantiality of the investment would be adapted
to the person making the investment. It seems fairer and more logical that the criterion should be
applied uniformly; the size of the undertaking making the database should not matter. But this does
not mean that only big companies would benefit from the sui generis right, since the level of a
substantial investment does not need to be fixed at a high level.31
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This leads to the next question: whether the level of the substantial investment should be high or low.
Commentators diverge on this issue and can be divided into two groups that reflect the two positions.
32 How low is the requirement in the view of those who think it must be low? Generally *IIC 9
commentators are rather laconic on this issue. Some just state that the requirement of substantial
investment is symbolic so that any database whose investment is slightly substantial will be protected.
33 For some, it is a low threshold which only excludes entirely insignificant expenditure (“everyday
investments”).34 Others think that it should be kept relatively low to stick to the British
sweat-of-the-brow criterion of originality but do not explain why.35 Yet others base their argument that
the level be low on recital 55, which implies that a thorough control of the database can result in a
substantial investment.36 Also, it has been rightly argued that the fact that the data is only available
from the database maker and nowhere else is not enough to represent a substantial investment.37
In contrast to these laconic positions, one author elaborates several arguments in favour of a low
threshold.38 First, he justifies this view by the non-inclusion in the recitals of the term “substantial ”.
Instead they use the term “investment” alone. He concludes from this argument that a substantial
weight is not required for the right to subsist. His second argument derives from the first. He further
argues that the harmonisation purpose of the Directive pleads for a low threshold.39 In his view, the
criterion to apply is: “what is worth copying is worth protecting”.40 It would be a de minimis rule and
would reduce the legal uncertainty associated with the use of the vague concept of substantial
investment.41
We must respectfully disagree with these two arguments. The first argument is open to criticism
because although recitals help to interpret the Directive, they cannot go against it. The Directive uses
the terms “substantial investment”. The Directive's text prevails over the recitals, which merely exist to
interpret the Directive's text if unclear. The Directive clearly states that the investment must be
substantial, thus even if the recitals do not repeat the word substantial, this is irrelevant for the
determination of the threshold of investment. In addition, it is not entirely true that the recitals do not
insist on the substantiality of the investment. Recital 19 clearly provides that the compilation of sound
recordings of musical performances on a CD is (generally) not a substantial enough investment to
trigger protection. In the same vein, recitals 54 and 55, which relate to the renewal of the term of
protection *IIC 10 of a database, expressly state that there must be a new substantial investment in
order for the database's term to be renewed. This argument is therefore based on an incorrect
interpretation of the Directive.
In support of his second argument, Leistner uses the criterion of sufficient skill, judgment and labour
developed by the British courts in copyright law. But he does not explain why this test should be used.
Perhaps, since this criterion is low like the criterion of substantial investment in the Directive, it can be
used to determine whether a database should be protected. But should this criterion be used? First, it
has been overruled by recent case law.42 Second, the High Court in the British Horseracing Board v.
William Hill case43 specifically held that notions of copyright law should not be used to interpret the
notions pertaining to the new sui generis right, since it is an entirely new right distinct from copyright.44
The Directive has two distinct chapters, one dealing with copyright, and the other with the sui generis
right. Finally, the application of this maxim would have the extremely far-reaching consequence that
anything, even a single piece of data, would be regarded as substantial if the user (the one who
copies) regards it as worth copying. This would mean that in some cases a database would be
protected even if no investment went into it. This contradicts recital 19.
Leistner's third and fourth arguments for a low threshold are as follows. The third is that the Directive's
aim at providing a return on investment to database producers pleads for a low threshold. This is not
further explained. We will come back to it and develop it later (see infra section 2.4.). The fourth
argument can be summarised as follows: the risk of monopolisation of information is
probably typically not caused by small and medium-sized collections with a low scope of investment,
but precisely by the large commercial databases whose creation … requires considerable
investments. Thus, a too narrow interpretation of the concept “substantial” would … lead to the
contrary and hardly acceptable result that larger database producers could profit from the unprotected
products of their smaller rivals by compiling more comprehensive and hence protectable databases at
more expense.45
Accordingly, the risk of monopolisation of information would tend to be increased. The large majority
of commentators prefer the possibility of a compulsory licence rather than increasing the level of the
requirement of substantiality.46
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*IIC 11 This argument is nevertheless flawed. If the products of smaller compilers are not protected,
is there a substantial investment (by definition in this view, a high substantial investment) in merely
copying many of them? The investment must be in collecting, verifying or presenting the data.
Copying (collecting) digitally smaller databases could hardly be seen as an investment at all. Of
course those database producers could claim a substantial investment in verifying and/or presenting
the data. But the argument is invalid for two other reasons. Since those smaller databases would
remain unprotected because the threshold of investment would not be reached, they would remain in
the public domain and anyone could access them and copy data freely. The constitution of the bigger
database would therefore not risk monopolising information, since the smaller databases would
remain accessible and free to all. The only advantage of the bigger database would be its
comprehensiveness for the user. The second reason is that, in addition, knowing they would not be
protected, the small producers would not create databases in the first place, leaving the bigger
producers obliged to collect the data from scratch themselves.
The second view is that a substantial investment must have substantial weight, or in other words must
be high.47 Under this thesis, not any and every investment of money, time and effort will be sufficient.
48 Some suggest in this vein that “the substantial investment requirement will not be met by simply
putting different works together on a single support”.49 The argument is that if the word substantial has
been written, it is for a purpose; if not, it would have been omitted in the Directive and any investment
would have qualified the database for protection.50 The maxim de minimis non curat praetor applies.
To sustain this view, the requirement of substantial investment for databases can be contrasted with
the mere requirement of fixation for sound recordings,51 or for that matter also films. The threshold for
the database right to subsist is higher than the mere fixation, which is required for a sound recording
or a film. This would suggest that the requirement of substantial investment for databases is high
rather than low. In our view this comparison does not help much. Since a sound recording or a film
can be protected (by neighbouring rights) even if no investment went into its making, it does not *IIC
12 shed light on whether the substantial investment for databases is low or high. It is surely a stricter
requirement than mere fixation, but this does not help to determine how high the investment must be.
One commentator adds that recent economic development has shown that the need for protection of
databases by the sui generis right is absent in most cases.52 This again would plead for the adoption
of a high threshold rather than a low one. Unfortunately, that author does not substantiate his
statement by any proof. Finally, it has also been argued that, if the threshold is high, the danger of
information monopolies is reduced and the public domain is broader.53 This argument seems strong
but, as will be examined further below (section 2.4.), it is nevertheless also flawed in almost all cases.
Before drawing conclusions on this crucial question of the substantiality of investment, what are the
courts' opinions?
2.3. The Case Law
As has been explained above, the degree to which the courts enter into discussions regarding the
level of substantiality of the investment is variable. The decisions can be classed on a spectrum at the
upper end of which there are cases where it is crystal clear that there has been a substantial
investment in view of the large sums invested in the making of the database. These cases are
uninteresting since the courts generally do not discuss the requirement of substantial investment
further. At the other end, there are cases where there is no investment at all and there is sometimes
even a lucrative activity. In between there are a number of cases where the substantial investment
was more or less high or more or less low, and just before the end of spectrum there are what can be
called the borderline cases where it is arguable whether there was a substantial investment at all.
These cases are the most interesting ones to determine the correct level of substantiality.
At the upper end of the scale there are quite a few cases, two of which -- one French, one German --
involve telephone directories. There is also the only British case so far (British Horseracing Board v.
William Hill ) and a few other German and French cases where the investment involved millions or
hundreds of thousands of the relevant currency. These cases are therefore not helpful in determining
a de minimis indication of what renders an investment substantial. They do, however, show that, as
long as important sums (millions and hundreds of thousands) have been invested in making the
database, protection will arise quasi-automatically.
In the France Telecom v. MA Editions, also called the “ 3617 Annu ” case,54 the defendant, MA
Editions, proposed a service consisting of the telephone directory through its web site www.annu.com
and the Minitel code 3617 *IIC 13 Annu. The data came directly from France Telecom services 3611
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and 3615 Quidonc. MA Editions connected to France Telecom for the first three free minutes and
then disconnected and reconnected so that the “downloading” (copying, extraction) of the data was
free. The commercial court of Paris found that France Telecom had made a substantial investment in
the database. The annual cost to collect the data (the details of telephone subscribers) was 155
million French francs, and the respective cost for management, control and maintenance of the
database was 50 million French francs. This case does not help establish the limit at which an
investment is substantial, since here it was clear that such enormous sums of money amounted to a
quantitatively substantial investment.
In the German Tele-Info CD case,55 the Federal Supreme Court had no difficulty establishing
substantial investment since an undisputedly high expenditure had been invested in the making of
Deutsche Telekom's telephone guide published on a CD-ROM (the defendant would have had to pay
93 million deutschmarks to use the claimant's data). In another German case,56 a collection of
consolidated laws was copied and put on the internet by the defendant. The claimant was able to
show an investment of 400,000 deutschmarks to build the database, as well as an investment in
personnel and time (several years were necessary to build the database). Again this case does not
help to determine the threshold at which a substantial investment exists, since the amount invested
was extremely high anyway.
In British Horseracing Board v. William Hill, 57 the High Court of England and Wales readily found that
there was a substantial investment in making the British Horseracing Board's database (containing
details of horses, jockeys, date and place of races, etc.) as it costs four million pounds per annum to
obtain the data, verify and present it.58 In addition, the maintenance of the database involved 80
employees and extensive computer hardware and software.59 The court nonetheless suggested that
the qualifying level of investment is fairly low.60 The judge found support for his statement in recital 19.
In a few other French cases similarly high amounts easily qualified databases for protection. A
singular example is Credinfor v. Artprice.com. 61 In this case, the Paris Court of Appeal ruled that the
fact that a company had fixed assets of ##1,268,000 in 1999, ##4,248,000 in 2000 and ##5,272 in
2001, and that its employee base had grown from 25 in 1999 to 59 on 31 December 2001 represents
a substantial investment. However, the court did not specify *IIC 14 whether all these fixed assets
had been put towards making the database, showing how easy it is to prove a substantial investment
in some cases.
In Cadremploi v. Keljob, 62 a French case involving two web sites of job advertisements, the court held
that Cadremploi had proved a substantial material, human and financial investment in its database of
job ads. There was a substantial investment in verifying and updating the database (it was updated
every day until 10 p.m., which occupied four employees full time). The investment was evaluated at
53,658,000 French francs in both equipment and human energy/time.
Three French cases involving the same claimant can also be classed at the upper end of the
spectrum. In Groupe Miller Freeman v. Tigest, 63 Groupe Miller Freeman (“GMF”) published, for each
fair they organised, a catalogue comprising information on each trader, in particular its company
name, postal address, telephone and fax numbers, trade marks, type of products exhibited and
identity of the person in charge. The database showed a substantial investment in view of the number
of traders (around 100,000) at each fair and the need to update the database each year. In addition,
the claimant proved that it made a substantial investment to create its directory of traders, since
computers had been used (material investment), and contracts with independent contractors
(financial investment) and employment contracts (human investment) had been entered into. This
investment could be evaluated at thousands of French francs. In the appeal, the court added that
there were also substantial efforts in promoting the fairs, the establishment of communication plans
and the advertising made to encourage the participation of traders. Those efforts gave their content to
the database. The court added that it is irrelevant that the exploitation of catalogues generates profits,
because the protection by the sui generis right does not exclude making profits. One commentator
finds the decision interesting with regard to the level of substantial investment required for a database
to be protected by the sui generis right, since in this case the investment was less than one million
French francs per catalogue, and such amount is less than in the Cadremploi decision.64 Another
commentator believes that as the substantial investment can be either human, material or financial,
rather than a combination thereof, it is easy to obtain protection.65
The second case involving GMF66 (which, in the meantime, became Reed Expositions France) is less
interesting since there is no indication as to the level of the substantial investment. The defendant,
Neptune Verlag, operated *IIC 15 a web site in three languages, providing information on all fairs
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throughout the world. This information contained a file on each fair, including trade marks, manpower,
logos and an alphabetical file including the names of the traders who participated at the previous
session, contact details and the location of the booths. Thus it included most of the data included in
the claimant's catalogues. The court merely stated that each catalogue required the collection and
presentation of information, and each year these acts necessitated financial, material and human
investments which are substantial. Perhaps the court referred implicitly to the previous case, since the
same GMF catalogues seemed to have been involved and therefore supposedly the same investment
was made. A third case involving Reed Expositions France restated the same findings as in the first
case.67 The court also held that there was substantial investment in constantly verifying and updating
the catalogues and in computerising the information.
In Belgium, two cases that discussed the substantial investment are situated in the middle of the
spectrum. In the first reported Belgian case, relating to the protection of a database by the sui generis
right,68 the database consisted of contact details of persons belonging to self-help groups and of the
aims, publications and local branches of all self-help groups in the French-speaking community of
Belgium. The President of the Court of First Instance of Brussels held that the claimant could prove a
substantial investment since it had employed a social assistant and a secretary on a full-time basis for
around 10 years, who had listed self-help groups, sent questionnaires to them to obtain information
and made sure the details were up to date. Thus, in this case, employing two persons on a full-time
basis for around 10 years, who collected and verified the information, was enough to constitute a
substantial investment. The UNMS v. Belpharma case goes further than the GMF v. Tigest case in
the sense that only two employment contracts were sufficient to meet the requirement of substantial
investment. It seems that GMF's investment was higher than UNMS's since more contracts had been
entered into (contracts with independent contractors as well as employment contracts). In addition,
computing equipment had been acquired and used.69
The other Belgian case, Spot v. Canal Numedia, concerned a web site containing the programmes of
all Belgian cinemas.70 The investment consisted of the elaboration of a procedure to collect the data
on a weekly basis, the development or acquisition of the software needed to make the database, the
weekly work of manual verification and data input, as well as the proactive management to cover the
whole Belgian territory. The investment was substantial because the defendant had to pay 30,000
Belgian francs per month to benefit from the product. The court added, rightly, that the investment
*IIC 16 must be related to the making of the database and not the designing and management of the
web site. Finally, the fact that part of the investment had been paid off and that there was only a
residual investment left (inputting and verifying weekly) was immaterial. There was still a recurring
investment.
The Cap Equilibre & M. Lairis v. Milloz 71 decision can also be classed in the middle of the scale. The
claimant had listed around 30,000 recipes on his web site, www.cuisine.fr. Since the case was a
summary judgment, the judge's findings are rather brief. The court only states that there is a
substantial investment, without further substantiating its ruling. The claimant argued that he had made
a substantial investment since he spent around 15,000 hours of work (human investment) in finding
the recipes, contacting the chefs, creating the recipes and their titles and inputting the recipes into a
computer. The defendant tried to show that the investment was not so substantial. An analysis of the
claimant's web site showed that, in some cases, the claimant had simply copied and mixed the
ingredients of basic recipes to create new ones, hence involving little investment. A second method to
increase the number of recipes was to change the recipe's title (i.e. there were identical recipes but
with different titles in the claimant's database). A third method the claimant used was to include
identical recipes in different rubrics. The fact remains that if the claimant's allegations were true, even
if the defendant alleges that the hours of work were slightly lower, the threshold of substantial
investment found in this case is rather high (close to 7 years full time).
At the lower end of the spectrum, mostly French decisions can be found. In PR Line v. Newsinvest, 72
PR Line disseminated financial data on the internet. In order to create its web site, PR Line collected
press releases of quoted companies as well as financial reports, verified their origin, put them into
shape, included html tags, indexed them under themes and activity sectors, inserted dates and times,
and then disseminated the data on the net. It updated the content of the database every 30 minutes.
The commercial court of Nanterre held that by doing so, PR Line made a substantial financial,
material and human investment. The gathering of the information necessitated several hours of work
to verify, present and insert the information in the database. In the appeal, the court did not
re-question the substantial investment requirement. The level of investment is rather low since a few
hours of work are sufficient to constitute substantial investment.73
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Another case displaying a rather low (perhaps the lowest in all decisions) level of substantial
investment, or so it seems, is Sonacotra v. Syndicat Sud Sonacotra. 74 The database in question was
simply a list of 1,650 employees' *IIC 17 email addresses. Sonacotra had made a substantial
financial and human investment in developing, maintaining and updating the database. Sonacotra
had shown a number of invoices to prove the investment. Unfortunately the decision is not more
specific on the amount of money invested by the claimant. There are reasons to believe, however,
that this substantial investment is minimal compared, for instance, to the France Telecom, Tele-Info
CD and British Horseracing Board cases, which involved millions. Collecting, possibly typing in and
formatting employees' email addresses in a list most certainly does not require huge sums of money.
In this case, it certainly falls below the threshold determined in the UNMS and Groupe Miller Freeman
v. Tigest cases (most probably only a very low number of people were required for a very small
amount of time to make and even update the list75 ). This case therefore seems to be situated at the
end of the spectrum and proves once more that French courts tend to adopt a low threshold of
substantial investment.
Two German cases resemble the Spot and PR Line cases in the sense that the continuous inputting
and verifying of the information is considered a substantial investment. These cases involved the
extraction of classified ads on the claimants' web sites by the same defendant.76 The defendant's
search service allowed users to search for ads listed on other web sites. The two courts qualified the
ads section of the claimants' newspapers as databases. The transfer of the classified ads from the
offline newspaper to the online version and a continuing review and verification of the content of
online databases amounted to a substantial investment in verifying and presenting the contents of the
database.77 It seems that in these cases the threshold of substantial investment is rather low. The
Landgericht (District Court) of Cologne granted protection easily by disposing rather quickly of the
requirement. The decision only states that “the continuous reception, editing and editorial processing
of the ads are connected with a relevant effort in personnel and material cost”.78
It has been suggested that the interpretation by French courts of the requirement of substantial
investment is rather lax.79 As a matter of fact, it is very rare that a French court holds that there is no
substantial investment.80 In conclusion, French courts seem to prefer a lower threshold of substantial
investment and grant sui generis right protection rather easily. As can be *IIC 18 seen, a number of
German courts also tend to prefer a lower threshold of investment.
At the very end of the spectrum, two French cases held that there was no substantial investment. In
the more interesting of the two (AMC Promotion v. CD Publishers Construct Data Verlag GmbH ),81
the lower limit reached by the court was the investment in classifying data by alphabetical order. The
court held that such classification effort was not a substantial investment. This decision therefore
establishes the limit of substantiality. The second is less interesting because it holds that there is no
investment, a fortiori any substantial investment. Thus, it does not discuss or establish the level, and
hence the limit, of substantiality, since there was no investment at all. In Groupe Moniteur v.
Observatoire des Marchés Publics, 82 Groupe Moniteur (“GM”) published a review, “Le Moniteur”,
including the text of calls for tenders and other advertisements of negotiated markets in the field of
public works. Observatoire des Marchés Publics (“OMP”) sent copies of GM's ads by fax to
subscribers. GM sued OMP for illegal extraction and reutilisation. The court held that the catalogue of
call tenders was not protected since there had not been any investment in its making. GM had not
invested in the collection, verification or presentation of the call tenders. First, GM did not collect the
information but just received it from its clients without cost. In fact, GM's clients paid for the
advertisements to be included in the review. The company was thus receiving money in order to build
the database and not investing money or taking a risk. Second, the advertisements were not checked
for accuracy. Actually, GM even made money out of its activity. Finally, it did not make any
investment in promoting itself to the advertisers and could not show onerous efforts in presentation. In
sum, there was no investment at all, but on the contrary a lucrative activity.
This is not to say, of course, that the fact that a database generates profits precludes the finding of a
substantial investment. Database makers expect to make money out of the exploitation of the
database. The definition of investment itself shows this.83 This is so even if these profits are allocated
to making or updating the base and to ensuring its financing.84 This is similar to the ruling in the Spot
case: it did not ensue from the fact that part of the investment had been paid off that there was no
substantial investment, since there was a residual substantial investment in continuously updating the
database. The resources from the exploitation of the database should not be deducted in the
evaluation of substantial investment, because the database is meant to be profitable. There are
therefore two clearly distinguishable cases: *IIC 19 in the first, there is substantial investment; the
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investment is rendered profitable, the (later) making of profits resulting from the diffusion of the
database. In the second hypothesis, the investment is not substantial since the financial costs of the
collection and publication of data are minimal because they are largely compensated by the revenues
from the insertion costs of the data (as in GM v. OMP ).85
Closing this analysis of the cases concerning the requirement of substantial investment by
descending scale, we have purposely left the most interesting decision to the end. This decision
originates from the administrative tribunal of Rostock and dates from 20 February 2001.86 After having
said that a collection of links is a database because it fulfils the requirements set for the definition of a
database, the court makes elaborate considerations regarding the required level of investment. The
court is of the opinion that this level is not high. It first summarises the views in the German literature
on the topic. On the one hand, some think that the word substantial indicates that a high investment
(an investment of “substantial weight”) is required.87 On the other hand, others are of the opinion that
a substantial investment must be understood as “a minimum of work, effort and commercial
investment which has been carried out and which procures to the person who achieved it a
commercially usable position”.88 For the determination of the level of investment, the British phrase
“what is worth copying is worth protecting” should apply.89
To establish that the investment level should be low the court bases itself on the recitals. It derives
from recital 19 that collections with a minimal investment in time should be protected. It also refers to
the aim of the Directive. Databases should be protected to encourage the development of the
information market. If only bigger databases were protected, the Directive would miss its aim of
fostering the information market. Even if some databases do not require a huge investment they still
help to develop the information market. The court also disposes with the argument of the fear of
monopolisation. Even if small databases are protected, the data will remain free and anyone can
collect the same information in the public domain. On the other hand, the court notes that there is a
danger of monopolisation if the makers of smaller databases are not protected against unauthorised
reproductions. There will be no incentive to invest, and small databases will not emerge, if they are
not protected. The court adds that it would be absurd if the publication of a database should be
delayed until it reaches a certain amount in *IIC 20 order to be protected. The court finally sets the
limit of the level of substantiality: very simple collections of data are not protected, for example, a
small private collection of addresses or a small collection of “bons mots ” made fortuitously. In this
case, the court holds that the claimant's list of links has required a qualitatively substantial investment.
Thus, it does not find it necessary to look at how much time and energy was put into the making of
the claimant's database. This case is the only one that argues rather sensibly why the threshold of
substantial investment should be set at a low level and that sets a limit on substantiality. The
arguments of the court together with others will be developed further below in an overall conclusion
on the determination of the substantiality level. This case can be contrasted with Kidnet.de v.
Babynet.de, 90 the last case discussed in this review of decisions relating to the requirement of
substantial investment.
Kidnet had made a collection of 251 links relating to parental organisations, initiatives, self-help
groups, etc., and had arranged them alphabetically on its web site. Kidnet was funded by advertising
banners. Kidnet claimed that most of Babynet's links were copied from Kidnet's web site. After having
held that the collection was a database since it was arranged systematically and methodically
(alphabetically in this case) and the elements were individually accessible, the court held that a
substantial investment had been made by Kidnet. In order to make its database, Kidnet was in close
contact with experts from these parental organisations and verified all the links for their
innocuousness and appropriateness before putting them online. The database was thus verified and
updated. The court holds that not every investment in time, money and effort can suffice, but that the
investment must have substantial weight. It concludes that, in this case, there is a substantial
investment in this sense. Apart from these considerations the court does not go into more detail on
the manner in which a substantial investment must be evaluated. It seems therefore that the two
rulings (Kidnet and the ruling of the Rostock court) are totally contradictory on the establishment of
the level of substantiality.
2.4. Concluding Comments
In conclusion, after having reviewed all these cases, it seems that the limit where substantial
investment will not subsist is constituted by a simple alphabetical classification (AMC Promotion v. CD
Publishers Construct Data Verlag GmbH ), a small list of private addresses or a small list of “bon mots
” fortuitously made (Rostock court, 20 February 2001, Datenbankeigenschaft von
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Hyperlinksammlungen ). Apart from these two cases, the other two cases that show the lowest limit at
which courts will hold that there is still a substantial investment are Sonacotra and PR Line. In these
cases, a few hours of work were sufficient to attract protection. The analysis has also *IIC 21 shown
that French judges are the most generous. The German courts are split over the issue whether the
level of substantiality should be high or low. In general, however, the courts of the Member States
seem to favour a low level91 and it is rare that a database does not qualify because the investment is
insubstantial. The courts also generally do not go into elaborate reasoning as to whether the
investment threshold should be high or low. The issue is therefore not clear-cut in the case law.
As has been seen, the question also remains uncertain in the literature, since authors are divided into
two groups, those advocating a high level and those advocating a low one. As has also been seen,
not many arguments have been developed to justify the two opinions, and those that have been
developed are not (well) justified. What else can be said in order to try to determine the threshold of
substantiality?
First, the word “substantial” itself seems to indicate that the level should be high. The main argument
advocating a high threshold is that if the threshold is high, the danger of information monopolies is
reduced and the public domain is broader.92 However, this argument is weak, if not totally flawed. This
is because the making of a database of pre-existing elements does not create a monopoly. These
elements are still collectable by anyone interested in making an identical or similar database.93 Like
copyright and unlike patent law, the sui generis right is only an anti-copying right.94 The elements
remain in the public domain, no matter how high or how low the threshold of substantiality is. The
threshold chosen will not influence the size of the public domain. Since the Directive only protects
substantial investment in collecting -- not creating -- data, there is hardly ever a possibility to
monopolise information.95 In one not too rare situation there can nevertheless be a monopoly. It is the
situation of a database comprised of works available only *IIC 22 in a unique example, such as
paintings and sculptures. In this case the museum or gallery will be a de facto sole source producer,
and taking a photograph of the works will constitute an unlawful extraction. The monopoly arises
because such works are not reproducible like information. Once collected they do not “leave an
exemplar in the public domain”. There should be a distinction between the two situations of museums
or galleries concerning works in the public domain on the one hand, and works that are still protected
by copyright on the other. In the case of databases consisting of unique works that are already in the
public domain, there should be a compulsory licence, written in statutory law (Directive). This means
that visitors should be able to take pictures or film the works (as long, of course, that they do not
damage them thereby, e.g. by flash).96 The case of a gallery (more often than a museum) composed
of protected works is the same as that of the assignment of protected works addressed hereunder.
Another possible problem close to monopolisation that certain databases can create is the following.
If a protected work is assigned to a single database maker, it might be an infringement of the sui
generis right to extract the whole or a part of this work. Normally the reproduction in full of a protected
copyright work is also a copyright infringement, so the fact that the work is included in a database
does not change that. However, the database right should not prevent a user from exercising the
exceptions to copyright merely because it is included in the database. Thus, if it is necessary to
reproduce or communicate the whole or a substantial part of a work, e.g. for purposes of reporting
current events or for purposes of criticism or review, the fact that the work is included in a database
should not prevent the application of the copyright exceptions. In other words, the sui generis right
should not be a means to circumvent the copyright exceptions. An additional provision could be
included in the Directive to address this specific problem.
Another argument pleading for a high threshold is constituted by the rather “undeserving”
subject-matter of the sui generis right (unoriginal collections of data). Pure information as such has
never been the object of any intellectual property right and substantial investment is already a low
requirement compared to the protection requirements of other intellectual property rights. This is a
stronger argument.
Yet the threshold of substantiality must be determined by construing the Directive and respecting its
aims, according to the legislature's intent. The Directive favours the creation of databases and
thereby aims at encouraging a flourishing information market (recitals 3, 9-12). As argued by the
Rostock court, if only bigger databases were protected, the Directive would miss its *IIC 23 aim of
developing the information market. Even if some databases do not require a huge investment, they
still help to develop the information market. There would be no incentive to invest in small databases
if they were not protected. A low threshold favours the creation of small and medium-sized
undertakings and creates more equality than a high one. Having a high threshold would mean
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discriminating in favour of big companies that have the means to create databases. If the required
investment level is high, small undertakings cannot become database makers. A further argument in
favour of a low threshold was given by the Rostock court. It noted that it would be absurd if the
publication of a database should be delayed until it reaches the level required for protection to
subsist. It would retard the availability of a database on the market because of the uncertainty of it
reaching the required threshold. This goes against the Directive's aim of encouraging database
creation, and even against the public's interest in having access to more databases. Finally, perhaps
a less strong argument is that it is also easier to set a low level because, if the substantiality is set at
a high level, the question remains as to how high it must be. Setting a low threshold allows the
exclusion of everyday investments in small collections, such as those described in the decision by the
Rostock court.
It remains that a number cannot and should not be arbitrarily fixed (e.g. 100, 500 or 1,000 hours of
human work, or a cost of 1,000, 2,000 or 5,000 euros or pounds for equipment, or the equivalent of 1
or 2 salaries for 1, 2 or more months or years), and a great deal of uncertainty in the notion of
investment must be tolerated. Some have argued that if concepts are too hazy, harmonisation is hard
to achieve. Their interpretation will vary from under-protective to overprotective.97 It is also likely that
Member States will interpret the concepts according to their interests.98 Of course, the relative
haziness of the criterion of substantial investment has both advantages and disadvantages. This
alleged uncertainty can also be seen as a rather positive flexibility.99 It is, after all, a question of fact
which has to be appreciated on a case-by-case basis by the judges. This situation is not unfamiliar to
other intellectual property rights. It is similar to the situation concerning originality in copyright law. A
certain amount of vagueness always exists. Originality is a criterion that has a variable geometry.100
This character has not prevented the law from developing normally and remaining fair. The sui
generis right is a completely new intellectual property right, just beginning to *IIC 24 develop its own
rules through case law. The beginnings of copyright surely were as uncertain, since some of its
concepts fixed in statutory law are also somewhat vague.101 Thus it is rather normal that there are
conflicting views and decisions on the topic. At the end of the day, it is the highest court, the ECJ, that
will have to determine the threshold of substantial investment, and it is of course not yet possible to
make a definitive statement of what it will be.102 From the perspective of both common sense and the
majority of the case law, it seems rather certain that an investment consisting in the purchase of only
one computer or in just a few hours (e.g. one day) of work is too insubstantial to trigger the necessary
substantial investment in order to benefit from the sui generis right. Beyond this, nothing is certain.
The only certainty is that the greater the investment, the greater the possibility of protection and
vice-versa.103 This compares to the principle of the idea/expression dichotomy in copyright law
whereby the more detailed an idea is, the closer it is to an expression and the more chance it thus
has to be protected.104 As is known, this is as close as one can get to the certainty or foreseeability of
the idea/expression principle.105
A last word has to be said concerning the interpretation of the substantial investment requirement.
French commentators have argued that there is reason to believe that French courts in their
determination of the substantiality of the investment will use unfair competition principles.106 This is
because the sui generis right is a codification of parasitism or slavish imitation, a branch of unfair
competition law. In this view, what will be taken into consideration is not the absolute value of the
investment but rather the importance of the investment saved by the copier. It has been argued that
use of unfair competition principles was made in the PR Line v. Newsinvest case.107 It is said that the
court actually applied an unfair competition notion (use someone's investments without paying) rather
than the notion of substantial investment in the Directive. According to this opinion, there is confusion
*IIC 25 in the court's mind between sui generis right and unfair competition. Since the sui generis
right is inspired by unfair competition,108 this is not too surprising.
However, it is not appropriate that national courts use their unfair competition law principles to
determine what should be a substantial investment. Since all national unfair competition laws differ, it
is more than certain that the results of such application will lead to divergent case law. The sui
generis right is an entirely new right, a creature of European law, not derived from any particular
national unfair competition law. It could even be argued that the legal terms used in the Directive are
Community concepts which should accordingly receive a uniform interpretation.109 In this particular
case, if the unfair competition notion of “using someone's investments without paying” is not further
qualified, for instance if the investment did not have to be substantial to grant protection to the
database maker, this would not respect the Directive. It would be wrong to make this principle
coincide with the requirement of substantial investment. The sui generis right would be applied too
broadly. In conclusion, it is not recommendable that national courts apply their unfair competition law
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principles to decide upon substantial investment since it will probably lead to different results in the
Member States. However, this is not to say that unfair competition law principles cannot be applied in
sui generis right cases. If these principles do not contravene the Directive, they can be used. The
foreseeable problem mentioned above is, however, the disparity of unfair competition law principles in
Member States and the probable diverging results that could ensue. The ECJ will soon have to
decide upon a number of concepts used in the Directive110 *IIC 26 and in so doing it could be inspired
by some national unfair competition law principles. In choosing concepts from a particular national
unfair competition law which respect the Directive's concepts, it would unify interpretation and provide
guidance to national courts so that the latter do not have to resort to their own, most probably
diverging, unfair competition law concepts and principles.
3. The Quantitative and/or Qualitative Character of Substantiality
Once again the terms “quantitatively” and “qualitatively” are not defined or explained in the Directive.
Whether an investment is substantial can be evaluated alternatively or cumulatively as evidenced by
the words “and/or” used in Art. 7(1). Hence, whatever the quantity of the data included in the
database, if they represent a qualitatively substantial investment, the database can be protected. The
quantitative criterion is objective, while the qualitative one is subjective. The words qualitatively and
quantitatively are vague.111 Like the term “substantial”, this haziness can be an advantage or a
disadvantage. Since there is no guideline in the Directive, states may be more likely to measure the
investment according to their own potential, the position they occupy in the market, and their own
historical rules.112 Hence, even with these criteria in addition to the criterion of substantial investment,
differences between Member States may remain.
What is a quantitatively substantial investment? Commentators are rather laconic on this point if not
totally silent,113 perhaps because for them it goes without saying. A quantitatively substantial
investment can mean an investment in the collection, verification or presentation of a great number of
data. Or it can mean that a lot of money, time or energy has been put into the collection, verification
or presentation of the data, which finally boils down to mean just “substantial”. If this were correct,
then it would contradict the Directive since it would mean that, for a qualitative investment, a lot of
money, time or energy is not necessary. Since it must be assumed that the lawmakers have not
repeated or contradicted themselves, it must mean that a lot of data has been collected or verified or
presented. It is a question of the quantity of the database's elements.
*IIC 27 The meaning of “qualitative” is not directly clear.114 Quality seems to relate to the quality of
the elements gathered, verified or presented. This means that, in certain areas, the obtaining of just a
few data can constitute a qualitatively substantial part of the contents of a database.115 Views as to
the meaning of the term “quality” relating to the investment can be classified in two groups whose
opinions are not exclusive of each other but can be combined. A first group of commentators believe
that there is a merger or identity between the concepts of qualitatively substantial investment and of
originality,116 or at least that it will be difficult to draw a line between qualitative investment and
originality.117 Originality for a database subsists in the arrangement or in the selection, the choice of
the elements. A qualitatively substantial investment can subsist in the choice of information, the
ergonomics of access and use modes (the presentation).118 Presentation can equate with
arrangement. If this choice or arrangement is original, then there is a coincidence between a
qualitatively substantial investment and originality.119 Consequently, “a database that qualifies for
copyright protection will almost invariably qualify for protection under the sui generis right”.120
In sum, protection by the sui generis right can be obtained through sweat of the brow or intellectual
creativity, separately, and if a presentation is both original and has required a substantial investment,
the two types of protection (copyright and sui generis right) will be superimposed (two distinct but
similar modes of protection will accrue for the same object).121 This, of course, means that the
database maker would be rewarded twice for the same effort and this should be avoided. However,
there can be arrangements and choices that are not original but could still be qualitatively substantial.
So in some cases, there will not be a coincidence between originality and qualitatively substantial
investment. If this interpretation proves correct, the Directive should be revised to make clear that if
the database qualifies for protection under copyright, it can only qualify for the sui generis right
through a quantitatively substantial investment or a qualitative one that does not amount to originality.
*IIC 28 The second group of commentators merely give examples of qualitatively substantial
investments. The invention of a new business idea,122 “those entries on which market success
depends, i.e. those for which a demand exists”,123 the acquisition of important or valuable works, data
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or materials (e.g. the purchase of a famous painting) or professional know-how invested in the
database by the maker124 (e.g. scientific, innovative or expert work which cannot be protected by
copyright125 ) could qualify as a qualitatively substantial investment. Thus a qualitatively substantial
investment generally boils down to a financial investment.126 It is true that, in most cases, a
qualitatively substantial investment can be evaluated quantitatively. For instance, purchasing a
valuable (in terms of quality) painting is in most cases very costly.
These examples suggest four things. First, ideas can be protected by the sui generis right if they
represent a qualitatively substantial investment. The sui generis right could thus be a way to protect
ideas, which are unprotectable by other intellectual property rights such as patents, which protect
ideas only under certain conditions (novelty, inventiveness and industrial application). Second, it
suggests that quality is to be judged by the variable of the user's interest. If an item is interesting for
the user and is therefore in high demand, it represents a qualitatively substantial investment. Third,
the database can qualify for protection if the inclusion of an element in the database has required a lot
of know-how or expertise, since this represents a qualitatively substantial investment. As with ideas,
this means that otherwise unprotectable know-how could be protected by the sui generis right. Finally,
the quality criterion raises another important problem: the possibility that the quality of a work or
information fluctuates with time. Is the database no longer protected if a work or a piece of information
included in a database loses its value over time? This criterion also renders courts to be the judges of
the quality or merit of the contents of a database. This has been disparaged in copyright law and is
also very subjective. The criterion of quality is very uncertain. Quantity is easier to administer, since it
is more certain that a substantial investment has been made if a large amount of data has been
collected.127
*IIC 29 The consequence of this interpretation of the term “qualitatively” is that a database could be
constituted by two new business ideas or two famous paintings only, since these could represent a
qualitatively substantial investment.128 Since an investment can consist in the sole presentation of
ideas or know-how, divulging these ideas or know-how exclusively in a database could lock them up
completely, as extracting one of them could be extracting a qualitatively substantial part.129 They
would not exist in the public domain since they were created or invented but not collected. The
consequences are far-reaching. The question is therefore whether the Directive's framers intended
such consequences on the basis of the term “qualitative”, and whatever they intended, as a matter of
policy, whether such protection should be possible. It seems that, although the definition of a
database is broad,130 the Directive's draftsmen did not intend to target the protection of (business)
ideas or know-how but rather of information. The Directive speaks of the information market,
information products and information storage and processing systems (recitals 3, 9, 10, 47). Of
course, in the broadest possible sense, ideas and know-how are also information. But this sense is
surely not the sense of information as used in these recitals. Additionally, as a matter of sound
intellectual property policy, single ideas and single pieces of know-how should not be protected (if
they do not achieve patentability standards). It does not prevent them from being protected by
confidentiality agreements. But granting potentially perpetual131 protection to ideas goes too far,
especially if only a low level of protection is required. In conclusion, the qualitative criterion is
uncertain and, when interpreted broadly, too far-reaching.
A few courts have granted protection to databases on the basis of a qualitatively substantial
investment. Two of them have just stated that there was a qualitative investment but have not
explained their findings any further; they are therefore not of interest here.132 Two other cases are
more interesting. In the very first (reported) case to decide on protection on the basis of qualitative
investment, the court recognised that “an investment that evidences a long-term entrepreneurial
activity, a prominent place in the respective market and a solid reputation in the particular trade is a
qualitatively substantial investment”.133 Seemingly, such application of the criterion allows for rela *IIC
30 tively easy protection. The first French court to assess a substantial investment in terms of quality
asserted that there was a qualitatively substantial investment in presenting the data.134 The claimant
argued that its investment was qualitatively substantial since it had made promotion efforts, and had
digitised and classified the data in order to make the database more valuable and more easily
exploitable. It also argued that the presentation of its database on a web site is effective, aesthetic
and ergonomic. These two cases show that a qualitatively substantial investment can subsist and not
coincide with the originality requirement. If the qualitative assessment of the substantial investment
requirement is limited to some of these factors (making promotion efforts, or rendering a database
more user-friendly or effective), it is not dangerous. But if it is extended to the interpretation described
above of the second group of commentators, it is not advisable. For this reason, it is advisable to
restrict its meaning as suggested.
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Conclusion
The following conclusions can be drawn simply by interpreting the Directive's text and its recitals. An
investment should be broadly defined. It can be an effort in time, energy or money. It can be human,
material or financial. There is no reason to discriminate between types of investment as long as they
fulfil the requirement of substantiality.
Quality is a very vague criterion with more disadvantages than advantages. A substantial investment
can be human, material or financial. Such investment can accrue alternatively through three different
actions (obtaining, verifying or presenting the elements). Through these two already broad criteria, it
is relatively easy to obtain sui generis protection. It is therefore recommended to interpret the
meaning of “qualitative” as restrictively as possible.
The threshold of substantiality should be set at a low level for the reasons developed above. As in
copyright law, the concept of substantial investment is impressionistic. As in copyright law, where
what can only be stated with certainty is that the more detailed an idea is, the closer it will be to an
expression, for the sui generis right, the more time, energy and money that is spent on collecting,
verifying or presenting a database's elements, the better the investment's chances of becoming
substantial and the greater the possibility of protection. To adapt the metaphor used by Lord
Hoffmann in Designers Guild, 135 the sui generis right protects ants better than cicadas.136
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